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Note from the Editor
This is the last of the “preliminary “ newsletters and my last note from the editor. Since no hue and cry has gone up, I’ll assume people are ok with this format. Some new things that are either in the works or already here. The BARC
board meets up every month but few people know what goes on, so we endeavor to spread the news in more detail, starting with this issue. Membership numbers can always use a boost; expect some unabashed methods for recruiting.
And we’ll see if we can’t get a bit more social. What won’t change is my continued baiting of our good brothers and sisters of FSARC and what is clearly award
-winning writing., or something. And my desire to hear from you.
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I believe every human life
has a finite number of heartbeats. I don’t intend to
waste any of mine running
around doing exercises.
-commonly attributed to Neil
Armstrong, but he did not
say this. So I will instead
say this was found on a
bathroom wall.

He’s a rebel and a runner
He’s a signal turning green

High on a hill, overlooking the
wasteland that is known as a road
course, Tony surveys, plans, devises a
strategy. Eighteen months he has
been at this endeavor of running and
still he has not given up the activity.
Our hero for the season, this jogging
neophyte, wants to be stronger, faster,
better than he was the time before.
He wants to be…Steve Austin, but for
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He’s a restless young romantic
Wants to run the big machine
- New World Man (Rush)

Road running just blows. The pavement is unforgiving, the sights are generally non-existent, time and distance seem
to have no meaning, and, in a race, the
aid stations tend to be weak. Truth be
told, I despise running, so whatever takes
me away from my festering stew of selfbludgeoning hatred, I am grateful for.
This little essay, however, won’t get into
all of my complaining about running in
general, or road running in particular, or
even me grousing about other things;
those will come with other writings. Instead, I want to hold up on a pedestal
those volunteers who come out to man, or
woman, those aid stations, even the
sparse ones.
I have convinced myself, and since I
am writing this, that is all that really
matters. But to continue my thought,
road runners tend to be more competitive
than trail runners, or at least so race directors would have us think. Go to any
typical road race and you’ll find water,
some chemical goop that is supposed to
give energy but in reality sits like a unmovable blob of thick congestion at the
pit of one’s stomach, and perhaps some
electrolyte drink - flavoured sugary saltwater that mixes with the aforementioned folded-over blob pile to really make
some intestinal circus noises. Additionally, these stations are about 12 parsecs
apart. Take part in a trail race and there
is the same stuff on a road race but with
the extra benefit of pretzel rods, salt potatoes, candy-coated chocolate drops,
sometimes pizza, brownies, sandwiches.
Almost all have beer somewhere. And
the aid stations are approximately every
5k. Put another way, road run aid sta-
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tions are the cold and distant parent who
is trying to give you tough love for no other reason than to build up this mythical
concept of character. Trail run aid stations are the warm and loving grandparents who are concerned about you catching a cold and that you are not getting
enough to eat because you are so
skeeeeny.
The aid station volunteers seem to reflect these values, at least a little, when
compared to each other. However, notwithstanding the style of race, the volunteers still make the event tolerable. They
give high-fives, make a big fuss when you
come in, are always asking if you want
this or that, and clean up after those of us
who are slobs, plain and simple. I’ve seen
runners throw packets and cups on the
ground, too consumed to get the trash into the bag, yet, when I come back to the
station, everything is as pristine as if no
one was ever there to begin with. One
volunteer told me to go ahead and just
throw the cup on the ground because she
thought I was wasting valuable clock
time. I thanked her for coming out (the
event was cold and wet and she didn’t
have the benefit of running to warm up),
talked with her for a minute or two assuring her that clock time is an abstract concept with which I am wholly unconcerned, finished my water and placed the
cup on the table since she had the bag in
her car. A part of me pities those hard
chargers who train and train and train so
they can get to race day and attempt to
get on the leaderboard or get a new personal best – laudable goals and ones I will
never achieve nor desire to. Likewise, I
am sure those wing-footed runners
CONTINUED ON PG 5

T Shaver continued from pg 1

this profile, he is The Road Warrior.
In a world, where runners abound, some
even exalting in the endless pounding of pavement, Tony Shaver remained an outsider for
the last time on a beautiful spring day in 2018.
Crossing over from the world of hedonistic vulgarity and into the realm of forever racing –
against the distance, against the clock, against
himself, against reason – Tony developed a
horrendous addiction to running. Swallowing
stretches of blacktop in a race takes reckless
abandon, temerity, mental acuity, money. Obstacles be damned; what stands in the way of
the end goal for him and his friends will be
plowed into, jumped over, sped through with a
grim determination that can only be described
as mad. Max effort, Tony gives. Victorious
expectation awaits.
But enough of the purple prose and hyper-

Crim.
Sticking to the civilized side of running, Tony runs the paved areas, not yet taking a gallop
into the wooded areas where tree roots maliciously grab toes and bust ankles. His closest
forays come on the rail trails, of which he thoroughly enjoys all the local ones. A good percentage of his runs are done with other people,
which road running is far more conducive to.
Many of his runs are with FSARC, but he also
runs with BARC, and loves to do the helicopter runs on those winter Saturday mornings because of the option to chase any particular distance he is up for and mix up the route. He
has developed his own small running community of which he is particularly close to a couple
of Mexican friends – Andrea Sanchez and Diana Hickey - informally calling their group Two
Familias and a Tony. Without a doubt, he relishes the social bonds that runners provide,

“My favourite part of running is the friends and fellow runners you come across.
Everyone is supportive of each other. Speed, pace, or distance doesn’t matter; it’s all
about the effort and the friendships you make”
bole for the time being. Physical fitness is an
important aspect of Shaver’s life. He began
working his body with strength training, starting
with bodyweight workouts, enhancing power,
strength, endurance, speed, flexibility, coordination, balance, and laundry. Lately, because
this was not enough, Tony wanted more in his
already zestful repertoire, and so has joined
Pure-NRGY Fitness gym in Saginaw to add
weight training and bootcamp workouts.
Throughout all this work, an occasional trot for
several steps would occur. Nothing serious and
certainly nothing sustained. To get away from
this dabbling, in March 2018, Tony determined that he would run to a point about half a
mile from his house, and then run back, without stopping and, preferably, without dying.
Surviving that ordeal, figuring out how to run
became the next step, working his way up to 5k
races, and following with ever longer distances.
Very recently, he competed and completed his
first half-marathon in Frankenmuth, the
Brückelaufe. On the horizon for 2020, the

and gaining inspiration from his various running partners, while plugging for FSARC and
BARC wherever he can. [Editor’s note, to be
read as my rubbing my hands together with
such deliciously evil glee – when we start a sibling war with FSARC, Tony will need to pick a
side or risk King Solomon’s judgment of splitting the baby]. By his account, despite always
running with people, he has never fallen on his
face. This could be the result of still being relatively new to running, a careful running style,
running only roads where aforementioned
roots are in very short supply, or he is simply
lying. Regardless, the editorial staff at Footprints applaud his ability to stay upright.
Like many runners, the first race one participates in, if local, becomes the yearly ritual, and
for some, the event becomes the favourite. In
Tony’s case, “Run For Your Heart” is both.
The race, in his words, is a bigger one without
getting obscenely huge. While starting out with
plenty of 5k runs, Tony has been embracing
the mental discipline required for longer runs
CONTINUED ON PG 4
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Tony lightning round
1. Loves the Star Wars
franchise, but has a
special place in his
heart for the original
(Ep. IV)
2. Knows of only one
kilted runner. Either
he is sheltered or they
are a dying breed.
3. Does not have a favourite colour—
editor’s prerogative
dictates that he now
likes clear and transparent.
4. Next big goal(s): destination races. The Las
Vegas marathon looms
large because of the
opportunity to run on
the strip at night. Locally, the Mackinac
Bridge Run on Labour
Day and the Detroit
International Half
(opportunity to run in
another country, if
only briefly)
5. Loves a good steak or
burger
6. Katrina is his 25-yr
old daughter. She is a
fan of body art and is
apprenticing at
Holeybody in Saginaw. The two of them
have a monthly date
where the old man
grills up a dinner for
his girl.
7. Thoroughly enjoys
live music. His greatest show—Ozzy Osbourne and Metallica
in 1986. He wished he
could have caught
Queen with Freddie
Mercury in the lineup.
8. Is a Territory Sales
Manager for Excell
Marketing (managing
the collectable card
market—Pokemon,
Magic the Gathering,
sports cards)
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which, in a sense, act as a counterpoint to his decidedly gregarious nature. He has found that
someone to
run with to
help keep
pace is helpful; however,
what sharpens his focus
is to
break the
race down
into onemile increments
and break
the overall
goals into subsequent little pieces. Finish this mile in four
minutes. Pass that person who
is flagging on this mile. Complete this mile with a runner’s
high. Without realizing, his
overall goals have been reached
and he is free to conquer yet
another mental challenge with
another bunch of rowdies.
And so arrives Rockatansky,
an hour before race time. Parking spots are always at a premium, especially at these larger
gatherings. Stretching, taking a
quick jog on part of the course,
he talks with some of the other

runners. Making new friends,
greeting old ones, determining
which of his enemies will be
coolly dispatched today. His
humanity is
not forgotten, nor
likely will be
any time
soon, but
these facts
will not get
in the way
of this story.
In a previous life, Tony was looking for the
next big party; now his thrills come from the
next big competition and for the
glory at the end. Fewer things
make the finish sweeter than
downing the anthropological
version of guzzoline: a cold
brew. On occasion, Tony has
been known to bypass the beer
in favour of something with a
little more gumption: tequila. In
either case, he will be soaking
up the celebration as each
friend crosses the finish line, all
reaching their endpoint. The
defined jawline on his grizzled
countenance relaxes into a grin
for the day.

The Road Warrior
(left)
Our Road Warrior
(right)

If you have a friend you would love to see in the spotlight, or an enemy you want embarrassed, send any and all nominations to wobbliestgoat@wobblygoat.com

wonder why I bumble along in the back
of the pack, not taking the race seriously
at all. I am, at best, a hack.
I know I am not alone in my opinion,
as I have heard similar sentiments from
other people who get involved in races
they have no business being in: aid stations raise morale. Certainly, the items
in the station help the physical aspect,
but as most any runner will attest, the
mental aspect takes a toll in a hurry.
The people in the aid station help heal
that downtrodden grey matter. A kind
word, a boost of confidence, assurances
that the runners will finish…lies all, but
all gobbled up to help poke life into a
subjugated mind or even one that is only
mildly fatigued. To take a specific example, the Hungerford race has a stretch of
road that disappears over the curvature
of the earth, then the route turns left for
another long stretch that meets the horizon, and then one more left where the
road goes for about a half-mile and we’re
mercifully back into the woods. At the
penultimate turn of this road torture to
infinity and beyond, an aid station with
the race director’s mother greets us. She
had her own baked cookies on top of all
the usual trail running food boosts, and
wanted to ask a few questions of us
(running marathons, how do kilts work,
obtaining tattoos). Pardon the anglosaxon, but we really had a big ol’ shootthe-shit for about 5 minutes during
which time she almost made me forget
about how much I hated the stretch of
road we just ran on. About the only
thing missing was a cooler of beer to be
constantly emptied and refilled. She was
genuinely interested in our well-being
and our comparatively attention-getting
regalia for race events. Her fellow volunteers at other stations were just as delightful, with one or two acting the part
of a concerned mother. The route is not
what I would want to run again, but if I
did, I would go simply because the volunteers made the day completely worthwhile, which is a testament to their de-

lightful nature considering my bad attitude towards running in the first place.
With volunteers closer to home, they
can also help indulge in stupid behavior,
which also makes running almost fun. In
Midland, there is a Snow Moon and Red
Moon run (presented by TriToFinish)
where people run 5k loops until they
meet their distance. In the middle is the
only aid station but is hit twice (think of
this course as a figure 8 with the aid station at the crossroads). I’ve lately challenged myself to do a belt of booze every
time I come across these rowdies, and
they are a rowdy lot, likely because a few
of them have taken a tipple or two while
they danced around a bonfire. I’ve had
friends (some new-found) at this junction, handing me cups of beer or swigs of
Fireball. Every once in a while, I’ll take
a small dixie cup of water, but not too
much. After a 25k (amounts to 10 beers
and/or shots plus whatever I can mooch
in the finish/lap chute) I am feeling pretty good, or rather, my legs are feeling
good. So good, that feeling anything
might be a euphemism and is likely the
reason for my doing a couple of ungraceful Pete Rose slides in the back forty.
Unfortunately, the aid station never
comes to me, so I get back up, and continue the trot to more “aid”. Without fail,
those hootin’-n-hollerin’ hootch handlers
are out there, cheering us on, making
each lap a victory lap, giving us runners
something to look forward to.
[Disclaimer: TriToFinish does not endorse this approach to race running, nor
do they condemn; they will give allowance for grown people to act like children
or drunken sots (within reason) at their
own risk, if that is what they want.]
Not all aid stations live up to their
potential. I hesitate to say they are bad,
since, by their very existence, they are
good, but some could use a little help.
Not naming any since I don’t want people
to get a bad reputation, there have been
abandoned stations, those occupied by
people entranced and zombiefied by their
CONTINUED ON PG 7
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From Sep to Nov
One of BARCs stated goals is to have an impact
on the community through philanthropy; BARC
is, after all, a non-profit group with a tax status
that involves numbers and letters in parentheses.
Among the business of running events and running a club, your officers meet every month to
determine where money will go within the local
community. The editorial staff at Footprints will
attempt to capture those charitable donations,
along with any other information that is a result
of these meetings as a means for the members to
know what is going on. Any questions, clarifications, suggestions, desires to attend, grousing, etc.
can be addressed to your newsletter servant at
wobbliestgoat@wobblygoat.com or any other
officer’s e-mail address on the back of this newsletter in the box. If you would like to remain
anonymous, send an e-mail through a burner account like a dealer, or just let the receiver know
your desire.
Those institutions on the receiving end of
BARC’s largesse for the autumn season:
Studio 23 - $500
Bay City Wolves Hockey - $500
Michigan Baseball Foundation - $500
State Police Torch Run for Special
Olympics - $500
Girls on the Run - $160
Bay County Community Center - $280
Includes the proceeds from the
Old School ‘80s 5k
Chippewa Nature Center - $1000
Families Against Narcotics - $1000
There is a 5k race – “Run
Drugs Out of Town” in Sagi
naw on 13June2020.
Registration is open on ITS
[sic] YOUR RACE
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In other news, with the superstupendousgigantiflippinlarge St. Pat’s race
coming up in a few months, a new
logo has been chosen from the competition guided by Studio 23. If you
see or know Marie Jeffrey, congratulate her, buy her a beer, carry her
on your shoulders for the St. Pat’s
run, because she is the artist to come up with the
winning design for 2020.

For those who can’t wait for the announcements,
shirts have been decided upon (1/4 zip for the
Irish Double, a blue long sleeve tech for the single
races, and a short sleeve cotton for the Leprechauns); medals have also been decided upon. In
a bit of good news for those procrastinators, the
limit for the Irish Double has been boosted by 100
to 1000 for this year. This is expected to be the
hard limit for the foreseeable future, so don’t
dawdle too long. Registration should open up
very soon. Don’t forget to arrive at the expo early
to get your BARC thank you for not waiting until
the last minute to pick up your race packet.
Benefits to membership has been in a grey zone
for a little while and the board is visiting the issue
with some ideas getting air time. Member numbers have dwindled a bit in recent years and we
would like to get them back up, with this newsletter as a tentative first step.
CONTINUED ON PG 7
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mobile phones, and those who were clearly out of their element and didn’t care.
These examples are in a very distinct minority and I wish to call no further attention to them other than to say that once
in a great while, a dud is inevitable.
Many of these people also pull double
duty in that they help set up, tear down,
or police a course while the rest of us
stomple through the trail or road like the
bloat of indifferent hippopotami that we
are. And why do these people do this
work, with no coin to cross their palms?
Some put in the time to get discounted
registration on a future race, or to get
some interesting shirt, or to brown-nose
the race director. Without a doubt, the
vast majority are out there giving back,
or to, the community they have grown
close to. These are the support krewe not

just for the runners but also for the event
coordinator. Without them, runners
would wander the wilderness or concrete
jungle, without anyone caring who or
where they are, and the event would
have barely a prayer of being successful.
Most are there before the runners arrive,
and just as many are still there after the
last runner has crossed the finish line. If
you can, when arriving at an aid station,
or for that matter meeting any sort of
volunteer, acknowledge their presence,
toast them with your choice of hydration,
let them know you appreciate their being
out there, sometimes in some miserable
weather, clap hands. They are sacrificing their time for you, like little trail
moms; give them a little love in return.
If the best you can muster is not be an
ass to them, then do that too.

BARC News continued from pg 6

Once those ideas have been vetted and made clear, a notice will be sent out to current members (in the
hope that they will pass along the love to their friends and family), placed on the BARC webpage, published in this newsletter’s next edition (Spring 2020) and on a leaflet for those coming to packet pickup
at The Expo in March. If there is an idea you have or even something you really wish BARC would do,
send an e-mail to wobbliestgoat@wobblygoat.com (using the same guidelines of anonymity if you so
desire). Some thoughts, if you find them helpful to get the creative juices going: members only events,
official group runs, little gifts. Don’t be bashful with your ideas; we want to hear them all, especially
since this is your club.
Speaking of which, as a final note, there is the yearly election of the board members (Pres, VP, Secretary, Treasurer, Directors) that takes place on 14Dec before the Christmas 5k in Reese. All BARC members are encouraged to cast a ballot (hand in as you sign in to run or e-mail John Metevia—
jmetevia@yahoo.com). Unfortunately, the position of newsletter servant is not an electable office, so
you are stuck with me and my brain drippings until someone relieves me, or the board fires me.
This season’s RUN HERE submission is admittedly rushed because of the timing of the first of this series of races. This is also your own club putting them together. As the form indicated, $2 from each
entry goes straight to the Reese High School Track and Field program. All other profits will find their
way into the local area to be determined at a future board meeting. Keep in mind, the series has not
just the 5k run/walk option, but also a 10k run option, for those who would like a little extra time on
the roads during those harsh winter days. The dates, to help keep you on track:
14Dec – Christmas
11Jan – Freeze Your Fanny
8Feb – Reese Rockets
7Mar – Mardi Gras
The form is attached at the end for your convenience, and can be found posted as an announcement on
the BARC facebook page, and, as always, on the event calendar on the BARC website: http://
www.barcmi.com/event_calendar.cfm
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CLASSIFIEDS

If you have an old-school classified ad you want to run in the Spring edition, send
verbiage by 28Feb2020 to wobbliestgoat@wobblygoat.com
President: Ted Davenport—runmant@yahoo.com
Vice President: Christopher Szeszulski - drstatic@sbcglobal.net
Secretary: Linda Flues—lflues@hotmail.com
Treasurer: Mike Klosowski—mklosowski@lakerschools.org
Directors: Lori Brown—rungirl34@gmail.com
Samantha Prueter—Samantha_prueter@yahoo.com
Leonard Block—no e-mail
Webmistress: Jennifer Ayers— webmaster@barcmi.com
Newsletter servant: richard hodge—wobbliestgoat@wobblygoat.com

www.barcmi.com

Bay Area Runners Club Winter Races 2019-2020
Christmas 5K Run/Walk-10K Run 12/14/2019
Freeze Your Fanny 5K Run/Walk-10K Run 1/11/2020
Reese Rockets 5K Run/Walk-10K Run 2/8/2020
Mardi Gras 5K Run/Walk-10K Run 3/7/2020
All Races At Reese High School, starting at 10:00 AM
$2.00 from each entry donated to the Reese High School Track and Field Program!
Location:

Reese High School 1696 S. Van Buren Rd. Reese, MI 48757.

Entry Fee:

On Line Registration Available at www.runsignup.com
$20.00 pre-entry with shirt, $10.00 pre-entry without shirt.
Current BARC members deduct $1.00 from pre-entry fee.
Pre-entry deadline 10 days before race date.
$25.00 after deadline or on race day with shirt.
$15.00 after deadline or on race day without shirt
Shirts not guaranteed to late entries.

Individual awards for each race,
plus series awards based on
your finishing place in each
of the four races.

Mail Entries To:

John Metevia – 2611 Roundtree Circle - Midland, MI – 48642
Make checks payable to: BARC.

5K Run Awards:

First and second place overall male and female. First and second place male and
female age group awards.

5K Run Age Groups:14 and under, then 5 year age groups up to 70, then 70 and over.
5K Walk Awards:

First through fifth overall male and female.

10K Run Awards:

First through fifth overall male and female.

Course:

Paved roads through the neighborhood.

Results:

Posted day of race, available on-line at barcmi.com.

Information:
jmetevia@yahoo.com.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Last Name ______________________________ First Name ____________________ Middle Initial _____
Address ________________________________ City ________________ State _____ Zip Code ________
Birth Date ____/____/___ _Age On Race Day ____ Sex M____ F ___ Phone ( _____ ) - _____ - ________
5K Run____5K Walk____10K Run____T-Shirt Size: Sm. ___ Med. ___ Lg. ___ XL ___ XXL___+$2. No Shirt ____
I know that running or walking a road race is a potentially dangerous activity. I should not enter and run or walk unless I am medically
able and properly trained. I agree to abide by any decision of any race official relative to my ability to safely complete this event. I
assume all risks associated with this event including, but not limited to falls, contact with other participants, the effects of the weather,
traffic and the condition of the road, all such risks being known and appreciated by me. Having read this waiver and knowing these
facts and in consideration of your accepting my entry. I for myself and anyone entitled to act on my behalf, waive and release the Bay
Area Runners Club, Reese Public Schools, and all sponsors, their representatives and successors from all claims or liabilities of any
kind arising out of my participation in this event.
Please: No animals, roller skates, roller blades, baby strollers, bicycles, or skateboards.
Signature (Parent if under 18) ___________________________________ Date _____ / _____ / _____

Please Circle Event Entered CHIRSTMAS – FREEZE YOUR FANNY – RESE ROCKET -- MARDI GRAS

